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I hope you have been enjoying the summer as we approach fall season routines and for many, 

the start of the school year. While Cherry Creek North is a luxury destination for visitors, many of us 

call it home! If asked, people would tell you they chose Cherry Creek North because there is not 

another place quite like it. There is something for everyone here and all within walking distance.

Cherry Creek North is a one-of-a-kind 16 block neighborhood filled with the most incredible 

restaurants, boutiques, art galleries, high-end services, real estate and financial institutions 

anywhere in the United States. Out of the 250 businesses in the district, 75% are locally owned 

and made this area what it is today!

Shopping local is the most important thing that all of us can do, whether we live in the 

neighborhood or in surrounding areas. It is the best and, quite frankly, the only way to keep this 

neighborhood booming, vibrant and unique. The customer service and attention you receive 

from these locally owned businesses is second to none. There is consistently something going on 

here, from store trunk shows to restaurant happy hours on patios.

Cherry Creek North Food and Wine, August 11th is a great way to sample everything in the 

neighborhood on Fillmore Plaza. While Art Feast October 6th is another fun event to sample more 

food and experience the art galleries throughout the district.

Not too far down the road, do make sure you take some time to explore the Denver Botanic 

Gardens, the Denver Art Museum and the new Kirkland Museum (see article on page 28).

Please visit Cherrycreeknorth.com to get more details of what is coming up!

Enjoy the rest of the season with the glorious weather by enjoying a cocktail on the rooftop at Del 

Frisco’s Grille, after a day of shopping local!

               Have a Wonderful Fall,
               Elizabeth Hamilton, Publisher/Editor
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Greetings from Cherry Creek Now Magazine

A Letter from Elizabeth
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Michael Moore is founder of Moore for Life which supports your journey in self transformation | mooreforlife.com  | 303.956.0311  

“ The key to aging is to fight it with great skincare and a good esthetician. Using the right 
product will take age off the face. Come see me for a make up lesson and I’ll  make sure 
you are ready to face your next 40 years feeling fresh and uplifted!”
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Look 5 -10 years younger
by michael 

moore

Michael Moore is founder of Moore for Life which supports your journey in self transformation | mooreforlife.com  | 303.956.0311  

and feel amazing

MAKE UP TIPS FOR WOMEN OVER 40

production. As we enter our 40’s , the wrinkles and 
aging start.  Make sure you are “working out” the face 
by using a great vitamin C serum in the AM and Retinol 
in the PM. In using products with these ingredients, your 
skin will produce Fibroblast making the skin repair itself 
and grow more collagen.

Bad habits start to show
Stresses of everyday life are reflected on one’s face. 
This tends to happen faster in your 40’s. Redness begins 
to occur on the skin as dilated vessels; perhaps caused 
by alcohol consumption. Not only can hair start to grey, 
but so can the skin. These are all signs of not taking 
good care of yourself over the years… But don’t get 
discouraged, I’ll teach you tricks to turn this around.

Entering your 40’s, products you have used for 
years might not be working the way they once did. 
Foundations used to cover spots and imperfections on 
your younger skin are making lines and wrinkles seem 
deeper… Wrinkles to rivers?  Frosted eye shadows that 
you used now make the eyes look more wrinkled than 
they really are. As a person ages mascara shopping 
to find the right texture and color now seems more like 
a full time job! GOOD NEWS, I have made a career 
of taking age off a person’s face. With these tips, I 
guarantee a look of 5-10 years younger, and most of 
all, you’ll feel amazing!

So what really happens when you are over 40?
Hormones and collagen are tired, and finished with 

6 STEPS TO LOOKING YOUNGER
1] Create a smooth canvas before you apply any formulation of a concealer or foundation. 
Find the moisture that leaves your face feeling supple and hydrated, but not greasy or slippery. I suggest before using a foundation 
or concealer, start with a primer to fill in fine lines and wrinkles. This leaves the face smooth and ready to last all day long.

2] FACE: Concealer and foundations… Make sure your concealer is a polymer-based concealer so it will stay in 
place as the tissue around the eyes move and stretch. Having a bit of reflection and a touch of pink will help with dark circles while 
diminishing the look of fine lines and wrinkles. With the foundation, make sure it is correct for the skin type and texture, and most 
importantly, the correct color. One shade too dark will age you between 4-7 years….and who wants that??

3] BROWS: Eyebrow maintenance… If they are too thick, too bushy, too thin; these all are ways of adding age to the 
face. When it comes time to fill in the brow, it will give you an instant look of youth. Make sure you use a brow pomade that will add 
color, hold them in place and give you an enhanced look for the face.

4] EYES: Eye shadows… Find those that uplift the face, and bring out your eye color. Lining and defining are a must.  Keep 
the colors lighter, except for a dramatic evening look. During the day, go with a matte or a color that has a soft shimmer in it. Stay 
away from the heavy frosted shadows. Pick a color that will bring out the eye color, and accessorize the eye with a navy blue tight 
into the lash line…. Keeping it clean and youthful.

5] LASHES: Use a mascara that will bring out the lashes...  Keeping the lashes looking full and defined is a 
great and simple way of showing off a more uplifted look.  I am not a fan of heavy false lashes or lash extensions. I feel often this 
looks as if someone is trying way too hard.  Two mascaras that I love right now are:  L’Oreal Voluminous mascara, and the LCN 
Extreme WOW effect mascara. These can give you extreme lashes without distorted looking lashes.

6] LIPS: Find a lipstick or gloss that enhances your natural tone... In my 30 years in the make up industry I 
have found that many people go way too dark and too heavy of a lip color, which instantly ages a person. Too dark of a lip color 
will make the disappearing lips look smaller as well as showing the lines around the mouth.  Look for colors that will bring out your 
natural lip color and be a strong back up rather than the leading star.
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Texture is the name of the game

A well textured sportcoat or suit is the perfect nod 

to the cooler months. A flannel suit is one of life’s 

little pleasures, but corduroy and woolen blends are 

always great picks. And depending on the color of your 

summer sportcoat, you might even be able to wear it 

through the months of September and October. So long 

as the cloth has a textured look or feel, you’re good.  

Driving gloves

Is there a men’s accessory that has a higher cool factor 

than a pair of driving gloves? I think not. Aside from      Introduce some texture 
                  but keep a little color for           those beautiful fall sunny days!

Men’s FALL style tips

G u y s , lean into  fall with these easy style tips 

serving a quite practical purpose, driving gloves always 

seem to look good stuffed into a jacket pocket. Invest 

in a fine pair in light brown or black leather and wear 

them for the next twenty years.  

Argyle socks

There’s something about argyle that always seems to 

speak to chilly days. While argyle certainly makes for 

a great pattern on a sweater, don’t forget those socks! 

Personally, I’ve always felt that when the argyle starts 
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     Introduce some texture 
                  but keep a little color for           those beautiful fall sunny days!

by ryan wagner, Bespoke Edge

G u y s , lean into  fall with these easy style tips 

to come out, the first snow flakes of the year aren’t far 

off. So use accordingly. 

Keep one or two bright colors around

Fall in Colorado is invariably dotted with warm and 

very sunny days. And in observance of these days, I 

think it’s fun to keep a couple of bright colors in the 

rotation. It might be your neck tie, pants, or even your 

shoe laces. Pick your favorite color and save it for 

those beautiful fall sunny days. 

After a very warm summer, cooler air is finally 

on the horizon. And while we almost certainly 

have several more weeks of summer-like  

weather ahead of us, now is the time to make 

sure you have some versatile fall items in your 

closet. These practical tips will help you to be 

the best dressed version of yourself this fall.
Photos: From the hip photos

Clothing: Bespoke Edge

location: Kimpton Hotel Born

Hair: Al’s barberShop
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     “Exercise, good sleep, clean water and a healthy diet 
                                                          keeps your beauty in prime condition.”

A new trend amongst Millennials is the concept of 
prejuvenation, or pre-Rejuvenation (ie. “What can I do to 
avoid plastic surgery?”). In my opinion, procedures get you 
only so far. I truly believe that it is what you do everyday 
that makes the greatest impact on your beauty. Why wait to 
get old and then do something to fix the problem?

Most things that keep you youthful won’t cost you an arm 
and a leg. Everyone who knows my philosophy of beauty 
knows that I preach that exercise, good sleep, clean water, 
and a healthy diet keeps your beauty in prime condition. I 
believe that supplements with good science behind them 
are also important. 

Staying youthful is part mindset and part    
elbow grease. You can’t just wish yourself young. You’ve 
got to put in the effort. Beauty maintenance is a multi-
billion dollar industry and the field of plastic surgery is a 
reasonably-sized part of this industry. As a board-certified 
plastic surgeon I am fortunate enough to be entrusted with 
keeping people looking as young as they feel. 

When the public thinks of plastic surgery, they think of 
procedures like facelifts, Botox, and fillers. Yes, these 
are some options used in the pursuit of beauty, but once 
all the nipping and tucking is done, what then? Or asked 
differently, what could one do before the nip and tuck? 
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Staying 
        Youthful

     “Exercise, good sleep, clean water and a healthy diet 
                                                          keeps your beauty in prime condition.”

by Manish Shah, M.D., FACS

PART MINDSET AND 
PART ELBOW GREASE

Vitamin C This vitamin is the most important 
vitamin for collagen production. Collagen makes up most 
of your body tissue. Healthy collagen keeps skin strong.

Calcium  This element is found in our bones, 
including the skull. Calcium deficiency leads to skull 
shrinkage and more facial sagging. I recommend plant-
based calcium supplements since humans weren’t actually 
designed to eat chalk.

Astaxanthin  This high potency antioxidant has 
the highest ORAC (oxygen radical absorbance capacity) 
value known. Stress to the body increases free radical 
formation. Free radicals damage our cells. Astaxanthin is a 
mega-neutralizer of these unhealthy free radicals.

Fish Oil  This supplement helps improve moisture 
in the skin and reduces inflammation of the skin keeping it 
supple and more healthy appearing. It is also amazing for 
brain and breast health.

Coffee  OK so this isn’t technically a supplement 
despite the fact that most of us partake every day. Recent 
scientific research supports coffee’s role in actually 
increasing longevity. Add this to the fact that it increases 
mental acuity, reduces the incidence of some cancers, and 
reduces the chance of Alzheimer’s disease, and you’ve got a 
bit of a wonder drug! Just make sure to drink 3-4 cups a day.

Here is my list of supplements that help you look your best:

There are other exotic options that I could add to this list 
but I will keep things simple. Adding these well-researched 
vitamins and supplements to your daily health regimen 
should help you in your quest to look and feel your best.

Dr. Manish Shah is a board-certified Denver, CO plastic surgeon who specializes in 
plastic surgery of the face, breast, body and skin. At his practice, Dr. Shah is com-
mitted to the informed patient. By educating patients, he provides them with all the 
pertinent information to make an informed decision for the best possible outcome. 

Dr. Manish Shah, M.D., FACS  ·  101 University Blvd Suite #220  ·  (720) 575-1601
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Few museums anywhere showcase fine and 

decorative art together under one roof. You’ll 

find most of them in the capitals of Europe. So if 

you’re wondering what Denver has in common 

with Paris,Vienna, and Berlin, to name a few, it’s 

the Kirkland Museum of Fine & Decorative Art, a 

stunning home to 19th and 20th century international 

examples of both genres. 

Recently re-opened in its new location at 1201 

Bannock, the stunning building by Jim Olson of 

Seattle-based Olson Kundig architects entreats the 

visitor. Its brilliant, yellow tile-clad façade highlighted 

by gold-leaf covered glass bars previews the polished 

terrazzo floors and eclectic galleries of an elegant 

interior. A building worthy of its superb collections, 

the 38,500 square-foot space displays International 

Decorative Art, Colorado & Regional Art, and of 

course, the artwork and studio of the museum’s 

K i rk land Museum of  F ine    Decorat ive Art
Pure Gold

&

Photo Left: “The Energy of Explosions Twenty-Four 
Billion Years B.C.” (1978) by Vance Kirkland

Photos by: Wes Magyar

by Corinne Brown
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The new structure offers a much needed opportunity to exhibit objects, furniture,         and fine art from an ever-expanding collection.
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professor, Vance Kirkland, 1904-1981. 

The artist was a man with a passion 

for collecting, as well as a deep 

understanding of the importance of 

applied and decorative art.

For fans of the museum since its 

opening in 2003 at 13th and Pearl, (the 

site of Kirkland’s original studio) the 

ambitious move of the old building onto 

the new site  in 2016 was a celebratory 

and  historic feat. The final relocation 

into the new structure in 2017 offered 

a much needed opportunity to exhibit 

objects, furniture, and fine art from the 

ever-expanding permanent collection. 

To date, that inventory comprises some 

30,000 works by more than 1000 artists 

and designers. Currently, around 5500 

pieces are on view.

K i rk land Museum of  F ine   Decorat ive Art&

“We rotate works,” said Hugh Grant, 

the Museum’s founding director and 

curator. “That way there’s always 

something fresh.” 

Longtime Denverites will thrill at works 

by some of Colorado’s artistic legends 

from the Fifties and Sixties, with sculpture 

and paintings reflecting the era of  the 

Broadmoor Art Academy, and various 

other art movements from Realism and 

Impressionism through Pure Abstraction. 

Many artists included are still among us, 

such as Elizabeth Yanish Shwayder, 

Robert Mangold and Tracy and Sushe 

Felix – all testament to a living history.  

The new structure offers a much needed opportunity to exhibit objects, furniture,         and fine art from an ever-expanding collection.

1201 Bannock Street, Denver, CO 80204   303.832.8576  
kirklandmuseum.org | Tues-Sat 11AM-5PM, Sun 12-5PM

Photos: Top left: Modern Italian Room,  Above right: Jansson Arabesque Chair
Lower photos from left: Modern Vignette Room, Bianconi La Donna Vase, 
Art Deco Vignette Room, Ruhlmann Table and Chairs
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Scott W Parker
Fresh artist on the block–

Growing up in Hilltop in Denver, Scott W Parker used to roam the 
shops of Cherry Creek, like Shakey’s and the Tattered Cover, with 
friends after school. Grateful that his parents sent him to Graland 
and then Kent Denver, he went on to achieve a BFA in drawing and 
painting from the Art Institute of Chicago. 

Parker is known to work in the medium of block printing, linoleum 
to be precise. This is a reductive process where one carves away the 
linoleum surface to create voids and leave lines to hold the ink and 
create the image. The accessible form of printing has been taught to 
children in schools for many generations. There are simple one-block 
prints, reduction prints that reduce the same block over and over, 
printing a different color with each reduction and multiple block 
prints.

Scott was inspired to explore the block print medium when he saw 
an exhibit of Rockwell Kent’s illustrations in Chicago. His first show 
of block prints was 2001 in Chicago. Not long after, Scott spent a 
month in Montana visiting Yellowstone and Glacier National Park, 
then Yosemite later that same year, inspiring many drawings. Im-
mediately after 9/11 he decided to commit himself to visiting two 
National parks a month for two years. Painting the total 56 (at that 
time) National Parks throughout the country. He did at least two 
drawings and one painting of each and by the time the project was 
over two more parks had been established, which he did as well! Then 
another was named... a total of 59 National Parks, countless miles 
and a lifetime of memories!

In the mid 2000’s a friend introduced Scott to the 
Denver Mountain Parks Foundation with its purpose 
and mission. They loosely discussed a series of works 
to promote and raise money for the preservation and 
awareness of the properties. Alas, it was not the time. 
Since that meeting he has been considering how to 
help this organization in a meaningful way. Then ear-
lier this year there was a post from Elizabeth Schlosser, 
his first art dealer here in Denver, asking for help to 
raise funds and awareness for the Denver Mountain 

by Elizabeth Hamilton
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Parks Foundation. This was it!  This 
was the time to participate by mak-
ing a print and donating the entire edition of 60 to be sold in support of 
the foundation. 

Recently, Scott conceived of and pitched an exhibit celebrating the 
history of block prints in New Mexico from the late 1800’s to pres-
ent. Celebrating works from the past and that of living artists using the 
medium.  The Albuquerque Museum ran the exhibit in late 2016/2017.  
The exhibit curator, Josie Lopez is currently working on a book of the 
subject too.

Scott’s work appeared in the Gallery at the National Western Club, which 
is part of the Coors Western Art Exhibit & Sale. “TACK” was created 
especially for the Young Guns opening night event (a group of young col-
lectors supporting the Coors exhibit.)

TACK - 2015 scott w parker linoleum block print - single state image 
size 8” by 8” paper size 10” by 11” ED:50 

As you can see from the images here Scott has many subjects from all the 
travels he experiences! Scott loves living in Santa Fe, but he still cherishes 
and credits the Denver community for making him who he is today. 
It is one of the largest markets for his work, along with San Francisco, 
Chicago and the New York area.

If you find yourself in magical Santa Fe, New Mexico, make sure you 
look up Scott. You will get a first hand view of his amazing work and 
you might also get the inside tour of the best food and galleries in this 
country~

Check out more of Scott’s work at www.scottwparker.com
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Many people today who suffer from discomforts of injuries, aging or degenerative 
conditions are disappointed in options available to help them. From traditional 
medications, invasive surgeries, treatments from one-size-fits-all or hands-on 
therapists and franchised type massage, pain can still persist. But there is another 
option available. In my practice I specialize in unique, custom-tailored sessions 
designed around each client’s individual needs to help eliminate aches and pains. 
Orthopedic physical assessments at the beginning of the session help to identify 
the exact parts of the body that are generating the problems and then targeted 
techniques are used to correct the issues. No rote, generalized routines or time 
spent on “fluff” techniques to irrelevant parts of the body. Each session practices 
the use of pinpointed, clinical therapeutic bodywork for all muscles, bones, joints, 
organs, nerves and connective tissues (fascia) that have directed effects to improve 
function, increase mobility and decrease discomfort.

My interest in this started after a childhood diving accident left me with compression 
fractures of 2 vertebrae where I started to develop pain through my entire back. 
Even after a decade of medical and chiropractic care my pain continued to 
worsen. As a last ditch effort, I tried massage to find relief. The therapist I saw 
followed a routine that didn’t address my individual needs. While  I did get some 
relief, I felt that even without any training I could do a better job. That started my 
passion to find and master the most effective modalities from the finest practitioners. 
I have dedicated myself to mastering and integrating the most effective techniques 
to bring relief and help people heal. I have spent over 5000 hours in training and 
countless sessions over the last 19 years with the single goal of becoming the best I 
can at helping others heal their pain.

I’ve spent 15 years as senior faculty at a massage school teaching what I’ve 
learned in basic and advanced programs. I also teach seminars internationally for 
AnatomyTrains.com and OrthopedicYogaTherapy.com, where I developed the 
therapy manual and direct the anatomy department. I am a Certified Massage 
Therapist, an Advanced Structural Integrator and Franklin Method Teacher. I have 
studied with experts and founders in multiple disciplines MAT, Rolfing, Visceral 
Manipulation, the IAOM-US, Trigger Points, Craniosacral, P-DTR, Z-Health, Facial 
Rejuvenation and many others. I hope to have the opportunity to help you with your 
body’s needs. 

Please contact me to 
schedule an office or in-home 

appointment.

303-875-2429
tdudreycmt@gmail.com

    Providing   
       individualized 
  therapeutic bodywork  
     to increase mobility &  
     decrease discomfort.
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